Aftershocks

Her past and her present collide with
earthshaking results. Who will be her
futureassuming she has one? Sixteen years
ago, Zoe Ardmore was abducted and held
for a year before she escaped. After
struggling to overcome the damage done
by that year, she has put it behind
hercompletely. Her fiance, Kellen Stone,
doesnt even know it happened. She has a
successful career and social life untainted
by the past. Now her abductors have been
released from prison, jeopardizing every
part of that new life. She took something
from them, a treasure theyll never stop
seeking, and theyve threatened her new
family if she doesnt return that treasure.
The problem is that she has no idea where
it is. The solution? Grant Neely, the one
person who knows everything about that
dark time. Hes now a mercenary with the
connections and skills to help her resolve
this mess. Hes also the man whose
proposal she refused ten years ago. Zoe
breaks her engagement and sells her
company in an effort to remove the threat
hanging over the people she cares about.
But the only permanent solution is to find
the treasure and destroy it so her enemies
have no reason to come after her or anyone
else. Grants the one man who can help her,
even if it means dredging up old feelings.
But then Kell shows up, refusing to be
sidelined and showing Zoe that none of
them are who they seem to be. At the end
of her quest will be the hardest decision
shes ever had to makeif shes around to
make it. This book is a stand-alone story
(not part of a series) and is approximately
102,000 words. AUTHORS NOTE: This
book defies conventional romance tropes in
that it contains a love triangle. Some
readers dont like this because of the
possibility that the heroine will choose the
wrong guy. Some love the added
excitement of uncertainty. I want every
reader to have a great experience when
they read my books, so please keep this in
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mind when deciding whether or not to buy
this book. Thank you!

Earthquake Basics. Epicenter, hypocenter, aftershock, foreshock, fault, fault plane, seismograph, P-waves, magnitude,
intensity, peak acceleration, amplification.Aftershocks are themselves earthquakes, but they are more accurately
described as the lower-magnitude (or lower-intensity) tremors that follow the principal earthquake or main shock (that
is, the largest earthquake in a sequence of earthquakes).Colonization: Aftershocks is an alternate history and science
fiction novel by Harry Turtledove. It is the third and final novel of the Colonization series, as well asAn earthquake
cannot be identified as a foreshock until after a larger earthquake in the same area occurs. Aftershocks are smaller
earthquakes that occur in the same general area during the days to years following a larger event or
mainshock.aftershocks. Aftershocks are earthquakes that follow the largest shock of an earthquake sequence. They are
smaller than the mainshock and within 1-2 ruptureAftershocks is the eleventh episode of the second season of the
American television series Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., based on the Marvel Comics organizationAftershock is a 2012
Chilean-American disaster horror film starring Eli Roth. It is directed by Nicolas Lopez and written by Lopez, Roth, and
Guillermo Amoedo,Aftershock definition: Aftershocks are smaller earthquakes which occur after a large earthquake.
Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.4 days ago The Japan Meteorological Agency warned residents of
Osaka and surrounding prefectures June 18 to brace for strong aftershocks over theThe following is a list of aftershocks
that occurred after the earthquake in Nepal on 25 April 2015. There was some seismic activity in the Jumla district
before theAftershock: Aftershock, any of several lower-magnitude earthquakes that follow the main shock of a larger
earthquake. An aftershock results from the suddenAftershocks: Great Powers and Domestic Reforms in the Twentieth
Century (Princeton Studies in International History and Politics) [Seva Gunitsky] onAction Aftershocks. TV-PG 43min
Action, Adventure, Drama Episode aired 3 Aftershocks Poster. Coulson and the team are faced with the
consequencesAftershock definition is - an aftereffect of a distressing or traumatic event. How to use aftershock in a
sentence.
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